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About This Game

Square Route

Square Route is a puzzle game in which you must take control of the terrain by adding and removing platforms and placing tools
to create a safe route for the Squares to get to their targets. There are between one and four Squares on each level, and left to

their own devices they will happily bounce around on their own and turn around if they hit a wall. But not being the most
intelligent or safety-conscious of creatures, they will not think twice (or not think at all) before falling off the edge of the level

or getting themselves trapped. So, they're going to need all the help they can get...

That means it's your job to keep them out of trouble. You can do this by helping them turn around, jump across gaps, climb
ladders and reverse their gravity, or by altering their surroundings by removing existing platforms and building others.
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Combinations of such objects are often required, and the building of elaborate structures is frequently a necessity. They're
gonna need all the help they can get!

However, the catch (there's always a catch) is: you only get a certain amount of actions to perform on each level, so you'll have
to work out how to hit all the targets efficiently with the tools you have available. On some levels it's possible to pick up more

actions along the way, but you'll have to work out which ones you need, and whether it's worth getting them or trying to
complete the level without them.

With 120 levels, including a full 20-level tutorial, Square Route is a classic puzzler that is both addictive and
frustrating in equal measures.
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Very little effects and tones, quite great limitations...
Even with A somehow cool UI, it's not practical at all.
Not recommended.. Can be super frustrating, but tons of fun, especially with friends. Took me longer to beat this game than
many AAA games I've played. Could (and have) played this game for hours upon hours straight.. Those who read the
description before buying clearly have an advantage...

This isn't a proper game (yet). It's more of a little teaser level in alpha stage.
I like the idea of the explore Mars setting. It's not too far fetched and involves - suprise! - no shooting.
If I understood correctly, buyers will have access to an upcoming MP game beta by the same devs.

I liked it, the only negative point were the extremely clumsy controls and player behaviour (inertia, momentum). Really
annoying.. The game last me for 7 hours but the total time I spent was a bit more than that thanks to the bugs/crashes in this
game. Casual and streamlined experience of similar hacking game.

Not polished enough for a full price imo.. Im disapointed at the selection, with all the great music rm2k had these myst be some
of the most boring ones, plus theres no battle themes, i should have checked the selection somewhere else before purchasing.
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Love it, it's a nice relaxing outlet for your creativity. I've looked everywhere on the net... every article in sight. Where is the
adventure mode? I seem to only get the creative. I'd love to try it.. GREAT! I had to pay \u00a34 to get this game and now it
says that I need to buy a license which is $4.95. I want my money back.. This is a cute hidden object game. You are moving
through a forest/ jungle/ savannah/ bottom of the ocean etc. exploring the habitat of different animals. The goal is to find
various different items for each creature (fish for a polar bear etc.) The game is very simple though it can be hard to find some
of the objects at times as they all blend so well with the environment. There is a hint button in form of a sliding puzzle if you get
stuck. The location of the items changes slightly with every play through so the game has some replayability.

The game is visually beautiful. The blend of watercolor illustrations and subtle music sets a very relaxing tone.

I'd not recommend the game to those who like story driven or action filled games as there is none of that in here. It's a more
relaxing, meditative, anxiety-reducing kind of game. Good for young children or those who want to unwind for a bit.
. bad game you got almost no time to enjoy the view.... some of the screenshots look like they are beautifuly drawn but most of
the background szenes are simle photographs - ugh! The best story cannot make up for this!
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